A lightweight and slim, high-throughput 70cm flat panel satcom on-the-move system, which makes connecting nearly any vehicle, vessel, or fixed platform easy and provides reliable communication even at high speeds.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Fast tracking, on-the-move connectivity supports mobile broadband
- Simple power-on startup and auto-acquisition for easy operation
- Flat-panel for low-profile installation options
- Electronic steering for low maintenance and reliable connectivity
- Reliable communications even at high speeds and on rough seas, or terrain
- Low power consumption and requirements
Wherever you need connectivity – in the middle of the ocean, at the remotest mining site, tracking freight on a train crossing multiple borders, or during a natural disaster when mobile response communication hubs are required – the Kymeta KyWay u7 makes it easy.

With flexibility for a variety of uses, Kymeta KyWay u7 Ku-band satellite terminals address the need for lightweight, high-throughput, on-the-move communication systems.

Their unobtrusive, low-profile design makes them ideal for discreet applications. A simple installation and removal process ensures they’re adaptable enough for short-notice, rapid-deployment, or permanent fixture.